Secret #17 of Master Prospectors:
Master Prospectors Know What They Want
Inside Their Oranges
Monday 07/28/08

Chicago: MannaQuest, the Ultimate Training Weekend
Do you have your registration yet?
Article in Florida paper; news on local radio…next week…
The book: “17 Secrets of Master Prospectors” John Kalench
1. What is this analogy to Oranges?
A. When you squeeze an orange you have an expectation of what?
Orange juice, of course
B. When you prepare your best presentation yet, go into it with tons
of enthusiasm, integrity, respect, and give the best presentation ever,
and at the end the prospect says..."this is a scam, just another pyramid
scheme. You really need to get out of this before you get hurt." You
react how?
Angry, defensive, feelings of personal rejection, doubt, fear, and
discouragement.
Question: Did these emotions arise due to who you presented to? Or
was it because they were all inside of you in the first place? Is this the
"juice" that comes out of you when you are "squeezed"?
Or more appropriately today, you present to someone, they go
research and then you can not get through to them so you blame it on
the Tx Ag case…what is that all about?
Principle: Focus your attention and energy on what you can control
and have the wisdom to release what you can not.
2. What does this look like for you? What juice do you want?
A. Everyday people and circumstances squeeze us in many
ways...someone forces us off the freeway, and what do we do?
"Everytime we use words or actions to define someone else, all we're
really doing is defining ourselves." OUCH!
B. Suggestion: pause and think before you "squirt"...impulsive
behavior does not afford the luxury of thought and choice.
C. Your choice:
If you want a life of positive environment and abundance, we
always want the following emotions to come out of us: love,

harmony, compassion, peace, no matter what and where we get
"squeezed"
3. Where does all this come from?
A. All of this BS (belief systems) comes from internal, programs
and habits we have developed since we were children.
What is a belief? It is a habit - a habit of thought. And like other
habits we develop, they were given to us for free. Remember
Master Prospector Secret # 13...something for nothing is usually
good for nothing?
Most of our beliefs (limiting as they are) were developed between
the ages of 4 and 8 years old...even Master Prospectors. We learn
early on that there are limits to what we can do, have and be.
B. Habits are something we do without thinking...they are
programmed into us.
Klemmer says 99% of our decisions we don't even make...our
programs do.
4. What ever the mind can conceive and believe it can achieve.
A. Master Prospectors believe that...that they are Master Prospectors.
Squeeze Master Prospectors and what comes out?
1) They listen, then they ask questions to help the other
person work through their fears and beliefs.
2) They focus on getting rid of the emotional charge or
upset they may be experiencing before they squirt.
3) They are secure in their success.
4) They are not filled with fear and doubt.
5) By chance if any fear or doubt enters in, they recognize
what they see...an untruth, and they release them by
reversing them.
5. How to change?
A. Attend some great personal development seminars to help you
become more aware of your limiting beliefs...we all have them and
they truly will continue holding you back until you attack them!
Suggestion: Klemmer "Personal Mastery"
B. List all the attributes of a Master Prospector (use our past
trainings, the article attached hereto, etc.) including all of the
attitudes.
Draft the image of this person to look just like you...even add your

name to it. Read this 20 times a day.
What are we doing here?
1) Creating a habit just like the others you have allowed to
be created over the years; but this one is one of abundance!
2) Recognize that your mind is quantitative, not qualitative,
So if the mind takes in thousands of bits of data suggesting
you are a Master Prospector, it can overcome the hundreds
of bits of data saying you are not. It is QUANTITATIVE.
Replace disempowering with empowering habits! Turbo charge
this process by putting you as the definition of a Master Prospector on
an audio tape and constantly playing it back.
6. Action Steps:
a. When someone or something squeezes me, what do I want to come
outside? What am I committed to being?
b. When I get squeezed what two things must I discipline myself to do
before I act impulsively?
_________________________________________
What should you do now that we have finished the book?
1. Review and work through all your Action Steps.
2. List all the most important items for you and your business.
3. Draft a strategy to implement them in your life. Do not do
anything else until you go through this exercise.
Yes you can, and you will. Just Do It! Let go of the past and run
with the wind…it is at your back.

Direct-sales businesses boom as economy tightens
MiamiHearld.com Posted on Wed, Jul. 23, 2008
BY CINDY KRISCHER GOODMAN
It's Saturday night and a dozen women are in Carmen Rojas' living room, passing around edible lotions,
flavored body powders and adult toys. For Rojas of Miami, this night is about more than getting these women
to buy her products.
By the party's end, Rojas' guests have spent more than $300, and she will pocket 40 percent of the sales. More
importantly, she has ensured future income by inspiring at least one to host a party.
Direct selling has become a money-making option more people are considering to cover rising gas costs, be
their own bosses and better balance the responsibilities of career and family. There are tons of direct sales
companies to choose from such as kitchenware, fashion, jewelry, tools, cosmetics. The goal with direct selling
is to ramp up your earnings by recruiting enough people under your network so that your income benefits
from their sales, too.
More than 15 million people worked as direct sales consultants in 2007, generating more than $30 billion in
sales, according to the Direct Selling Association, which insists: ``We're in the middle of a boom in home-based
businesses.''
''There are so many more reasons today that people are going into direct sales,'' says Amy Robinson,
spokeswoman for the Direct Selling Association. They are looking for income while searching for permanent
jobs, their salaries no longer cover costs, or they might be stay-at-home parents who view it as a flexible way
to supplement household income, she says.
Just three months ago, Rojas was working in a bank. After her position was eliminated, she figured she would
give direct selling a try adding, ``I never really liked the 9 to 5 thing.''
Direct sales, also know as network, multilevel or referral marketing compensates those who use and
enthusiastically recommend their products or services. The ease of entry makes it accessible for people of all
walks of life with a gamut of motivations.
In the past few months, I have been approached about a half dozen times by mom friends and acquaintances
about direct selling opportunities. A single mom friend who owns a food business and does direct sales on the
side, wants me to consider a new multi-level online shopping portal. ''I'm not telling you to leave your regular
job,'' she insists. ``But it's a great way to earn extra income.''
A word of caution: you must be comfortable pitching products to family and friends and recruiting others as
hosts and consultants; you will need to work hard to earn money (these are not get-rich-quick businesses);
you must be prepared to pay start-up costs and you will not get benefits such as health insurance.
Of course, unlimited earning potential and working on your own schedule attracts many direct sellers,
particularly in today's economic environment. Only 10 percent of people who work as consultants do it full
time. Most work less than 10 hours a week and earn a median income of $2,400 a year: ''there's the flexibility
people are looking for,'' Robinson says.

Bonnie Ross, a stay-at-home mother for eight years, wanted to find a job that would bring her family some
income but still allow her to be there for homework, play dates and dinner. About 10 months ago, she fell in
love with sterling jewelry and signed up to sell Silpada Designs. ``Silver catches people's attention . . . it jiggles
and shines so it's like I'm a walking advertisement.''
Ross laid out an $1,750 in start-up costs. She now manages four women and earns commission off her own
sales and theirs. She says it took about eight parties to recoup her initial outlay and she now earns anywhere
from $200 to $600 a week hosting parties on nights and weekends. Ross' advice: Set goals. Hers is to double
her business next month.
Others find direct selling works with their lifestyle.
Marcell Buckner, 62, started selling Pharmanex, skincare and anti-aging products, four years ago. He put in
about 10-hours a week while running two businesses -- an insurance agency and as a third-party
administrator. Now, he is counting on income from direct sales to take him into a ``new era of life.''
He now hopes to sell his businesses and devote his full attention to selling the products, working on his own
schedule during his senior years. ``This is the right thing for me at the right time. I am looking to transition.''
One veteran direct seller cautions anyone considering direct sales to ease into it as a full-time job.
Eighteen years ago, Paula Ehrlich began selling Nu Skin products on her lunch hour. Four years later, she and
her husband Morton quit their corporate jobs to sell the products and grow the business full time. The Miami
couple now manages more than 20,000 sales consultants in 40 countries. They encourage everyone they
recruit to think hard about why they want to be in the business and whether they can handle rejection. ''Not
everyone is successful,'' Paula acknowledges. ``Don't sell anything you don't believe in.''

How to Become Effective at Prospecting
By Todd Falcone
Over the past few years I have a large number of people ask me, "Todd...how do I become
better at prospecting?" Or, "Todd, what is it that you are doing that allows you to sponsor so
many new people into your business every month, while I struggle to get in one or two people
every now and then?"
The answer is relatively simple. First of all, I have called literally thousands of people over the
past ten years. I've had plenty of practice. And today, I still call hundreds of people every
week. However, that is not the complete answer. Here's a more detailed answer as to how to
become more effective at prospecting.

How do we define an effective prospector?? Or, what are the
character traits of someone who we would describe as an
effective "recruiting machine"?
Becoming an effective prospecting machine begins with Attitude and Self-Talk. How do you
feel about you? Do you feel confident and self-assured when you get on the telephone? Are
you the leader your potential prospects are looking for? Those of us that are effective at
bringing large numbers of people into our business have a positive outlook on themselves and
their ability to effectively communicate their message. They feel confident that they have the
ability to attract other quality like-minded individuals to their business.
It's begins with your posture. Posture doesn't mean being rude, nasty, mean or abrasive. It
means projecting yourself in a confident, positive, serious manner. When I'm doing business,
it's not a hobby. I am "deadly serious" about my enterprise, and my prospects know it.
Yes...many of you who know me have heard me say that prospecting is a "game". But, let me
ask you, do you think Tiger Woods treats the game of golf like just a game? It takes time,
practice and repetition to get extremely good at anything. It's a game only in the sense that
our goal is to win, and those that are serious about their business have no other option other
than winning. Prospecting with posture is about you sending the message that you are the
leader, the coach, or mentor that people are looking for. I have come to realize over time that
posture is the "root element" of attracting the right kind of people to your business.
Those that don't have posture are communicating that they need someone to join them, that
they want them in their business, and that they are chasing them. If you want to get good,
don't chase. You've got to be willing to "take away" the opportunity from your prospect. It's a
lot like dating. Think about a time when you were very interested in someone, you showed up
at their locker, wanted to take them to lunch, and generally were pushing yourself on them.
What happened? They had no interest in you and dated someone else. Of course, six months
later when you were "over it", they now came back to you and wanted to be your boyfriend or
girlfriend. Folks, it works the same way when you are prospecting. If your prospect thinks you
"need" them, they are going to run in the opposite direction. Conversely, if you show through
your posture and attitude that you don't need them and that you are the leader they have
been looking for, they often times will join your business.

To become effective at recruiting and prospecting requires time, action, energy...and
consistency. It requires a commitment over a long period of time. Prospecting is a process.
Learning how to prospect is a process. It is not an event. It is an evolution. Becoming an
effective recruiting machine takes practice and determination. You must have a willingness to
develop and learn, and the staying power to see it through to the end. Successful recruiters
don't quit...period. There is no "out" for them. They are committed, locked and loaded, and
guns-a-blazing.
Massive sorting is they key to success. We must identify and qualify potential prospects for
our time. Prospects NEVER give me the "runaround", nor do I ever allow them to take control
of the interview. I am always the one in control. I don't sell, convince or coerce. During the
interview process, 80% of my time is spent listening, 20% is asking and answering. I now
know why we were given two ears and only one mouth, and use them accordingly.
It's all a numbers game. We are in the business of collecting decisions. Those of us that have
become effective at this game don't get upset when we get a "no". In fact, we see a "no" as a
positive. It is a time to rejoice! We have collected a decision. We don't take "no" personally.
It's all part of the game. We're getting the job done. We are collecting decisions, whether no
or yes. We talk to literally thousands of people over time about the opportunity. How many
people have you talked to in the past week, month or year? Think about the numbers...you
have to play the game. For new recruiters, you will make up in numbers what you lack in skill
short-term. As you become better, your results will increase. Live with it. That is the reality
that you are facing. Understand that as you get better, so will your results.
We get paid for production, not for time we spend in our business. Many novices spend their
time getting ready to get ready, shuffling papers and organizing their office. When the week is
done, they fool themselves into thinking they've put in a full-week, when in all reality they
have done nothing. Don't confuse time with production. Why do they do this? FEAR. Ask
yourself at the end of each day, "What did I produce today?" Focus only on
production...results are all that count. Here's a good philosophy to live by: If you don't get
paid for doing it...don't do it! I also do not get involved in politics. Why? Because I learned
long ago that politics and production don't mix. And, because we get paid only from
production, I stay completely away from politics and gossip...who said what, she did that, can
you believe what he said, are not part of the producers vocabulary. I am bringing this up only
because that as we grow a larger organization, certain issues come up that can turn into a
political nightmare. This always takes away from our ability to produce. How do you deal with
it? Confront the issue head-on, diffuse it, and get back to recruiting and building your
business.
Big time recruiters are Self-Motivated. They do it because they want to. They love to recruit.
Making the call is fun to them. They understand that by doing it consistently, they will get far
more than they put into it. In order to succeed in this game, you have to have the personal
motivation to work through the necessary numbers to get the desired results. Whatever it
takes is engrained in their mind. If it is to be...it's up to me. They don't see their upline as a
"crying pillow". They are mentally tough and willing to overcome obstacles regardless of what
it takes.
They have a crystal clear vision both in their mind and on paper of where they are going to be
6 months or 12 months from now. They have written down, specific goals that they focus on.
They have a core belief, a reason WHY they must succeed.
Effective prospectors are level headed. They don't get jacked up and overly excited when a
new person signs up or says they're going to sign up. "Oh, my gosh...I am so excited, Mary is
going to join my business. She is powerful. She is going to make my business explode!" This

type of thought does not enter the mind of an effective recruiter. They are totally on "even
keel." And, the same goes for when someone says no. They take it with a grain of salt. "OK,
bye, next prospect."
Effective prospectors think prospecting is fun and effortless. They see opportunity in
everything they do. Everything they do emanates confidence and professionalism. They take
massive action all the time. They understand that regardless how effective they may be, they
still play large numbers. They talk to new people all the time. They are constantly working on
their communication skills and the English language to give them more power in their words.
They are very good listeners. They hear closing signals because they listen. They hear the
"how" questions and focus on them. People don't think of them as great salespeople or great
talkers. They are great listeners and very effective and getting the job done. Novices tend to
hear nothing because they spend all their time thinking what they are going to say next as
their prospect is talking. That is why they sponsor so few people. New recruiters need to learn
to say less, ask, and then listen.
What are the tools or equipment of an effective recruiter?

o
o
o
o
o

Telephone with headset is a must. Hands-free. Cordless headset is preferable.
A tape recorder that allows you to tape telephone calls.
Voice mail and answering machine with a professionally sounding message is a must.
Planner and phone log to schedule appointments and calls, and to track your
responses, results, number of calls, number of dials, etc.
Leads...and lots of them. There are lots of sources out there. The bottom line is you
have to have enough leads so that you never, ever become emotionally attached to
your prospect.

Here is my basic process while prospecting...
I have a very specific agenda, an objective for each call. Personally, I do not follow a script.
It's the agenda I have in my mind. I don't follow a script because I have planned and spent
time preparing for the calls. My objective is to attract quality like-minded people to my
business. They do this by following a specific plan of action. I never shoot from the hip. When
I pick up the phone, I know WHY and WHAT I will be doing.
1. Dial the prospect and engage them in conversation.
"Hi is Joe in please. Hi Joe...this is Todd Falcone calling you from California. I'm calling
because your name was referred to me as someone serious about starting their own homebased business and generating additional income, is that correct?"
If and only if I get a definitive "yes" will I continue the call. I am not in the business of
convincing people that they need to be in a business. Either they ARE looking or they are not.
Period.
2. Determine if you are catching them at a good time.
"Great...am I catching you at a good time to talk for a few minutes?"
3. Qualify and Interview Them.
At this point, I have determined that the prospect is looking for an opportunity. Here's the
question I am asking myself, "Is this person worth my time?" I am not in the business of
pitching anyone who is willing to listen. I'm in the business of locating like-minded quality
individuals. So, if the person has said, "Yes, I am interested in making money", but doesn't

sound like a quality person, I GAP them. Tell them to Grab a Pen, and send them to an
overview call. I'll give them my phone number and tell them to call you if they like what they
hear. Now, if the prospect sounds like the type of person I may be looking for...I INTERVIEW
THEM! I'll ask them what they do, how long they've been doing it, what they like about it or
don't like about their job, what type of income they're accustomed to, what type of income
they would like to be earning, etc. Most importantly....I ask them WHY THEY WANT TO BE IN
A HOME-BASED BUSINESS. We have to find out what their primary motivation is for seeking
an opportunity. We have to find out what is it other than money they are looking to achieve.
What will the money buy them? Freedom to spend time with their kids, the opportunity to
walk away from a dead-end job, put their kids in a good college, etc.
4. Take them through the information gathering process.
Given that I am this far in the interview process, I've determined that the person has the
qualities I desire in my business. I now simply take them through the information gathering
process so they can make a relaxed and informed decision about joining the business.
"Gosh Joe...you sound like the type of person I might be looking for in my business. What I
need to do now is get information into your hands so that you can make a relaxed and
informed decision."
Now, I'll either book them on a live call, take them to a pre-recorded overview, or my website.
Take the prospect to whatever it is that you have available to provide them immediate
information.
5. Take their temperature.
Once they have listened to the call, my objective is to determine how interested they are in
joining the business. My favorite way of doing this is by asking one simple question.
"Great Joe...well that call explains in pretty good detail who we are, what we do, and how we
generate our income. On a scale of one to ten, one being curious and ten, I am ready to start
making money with you right now, where do you see yourself?
I never settle for curious or serious. I get the answer that I am looking for. If they are a 5 or
less, I'll thank them for their time and tell them that they are not the right candidate for my
business. If they are a 6 to 9, I simply ask them...WHY? They will tell you.
6. Three Way Call.
When you do a three-way call with your upline during this process it is for one reason, and
one reason only....to CLOSE the person. Your upline should know this, and be taking your
prospect to the point of collecting a decision before the three-way is done. Here are some
rules for three-way calling: A) Prior to placing the call to your upline, edify them. Make sure
your prospect knows that you are putting them on the phone with a very successful person in
your business, a leader on your team, so they have respect for them before they meet them.
B) Never ever ask your prospect if it is o.k. to call someone else...just do it! C) When you call
your upline to let them know you have a person on the line you would like to introduce them
to, NEVER, EVER have the person already clicked back to you. This is your chance to briefly
tell your upline who this person is. Example (Mark...this is Todd. I have Joe Blow on the line.
He has an advertising background, has never been in MLM, and told me he was an 8 after
listening to the 10-minute call). D) Never interrupt your upline when on the call. They are the
expert. Every time that you interrupt them you are telling your prospect that your upline is not
as important and successful as you purported them to be. They do all the talking.

If your sponsor is not helping you collect a decision when doing three-ways, find someone else
upline who will. This is important. The upline expert should know that their job on a three-way
is to help close the business, not just "chit-chat."
7. Close the business or get them further information
At this point, you will either be bringing the person into your business, or providing them
further information that they need to gather. Many times your prospect needs to see some
written information to further validate their decision. If you have done your job, the close
takes care of itself. There is no specific question, other than, "Great Joe...how soon do you
want to start making money?"
Closing Comments
In order for you to sponsor large numbers of people you must prospect with posture to large
numbers of people on a very consistent basis. Do a "self-check" to make sure you are on
target. Track the number of calls you are making and the number of people you are presenting
your business to on a daily and weekly basis. It's really all a numbers game. However, the
better you get at prospecting the easier the numbers become. Don't ever quit. Become an
animal recruiting machine. Talk to more people than anyone else around you. Force yourself
to make ten more calls when you don't feel like it, and then make ten more. You get good at
prospecting by doing it every day and learning from others who are successful at it.
Todd Falcone has spent over ten years in the Network Marketing industry. He is a
multiple six-figure income earner and spends his time recruiting and teaching others
how to become successful working from home. He is a coach and trainer, and the
author of a popular training audio series "How to Win in the Game of Prospecting."

